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WORKING CHARTS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE ~&IFT~DISTRIBUTION
BETWEEN BD?MNE WINGS ~
By PAUL Km
SUMMARY
In this report are preeenied empirical working churt-s
jrom which the diehibu%n oj lijt betweenwings; rnz, the
fraction of the total lijt borne by each, cm be determirwd
in tlu posittie lift rangefor any ordinury biplune cel.hde
whose indioi.dwalwing8 h4wethe same prom. The var-
iubles taken dwectly in$o account in.ci?wdeairfoil 8ection,
stagger, gap/chordratw, decuhzge,chord rglw, and over-
hang. It ia shown hz-t the in.w.ence of unequal eweep-
back and unequal dihedral in uppw and lower wing8
may be properly prooinkdfor by wMizing -theconcepts of
a.oerage8taggerand aceragegap/clwrdratio, respectwidy.
The e$eci of othervariubk?sh diwus8@, bd they ham not
been included in the charts either because their in$mnce
was obviously & or became h@%ient duta emMc.o?to
makepossible .acompkte d.eterminaiionof their inj?uen.ce.
AU aaailu.bkpertineni lripbne daia were analyzed in
establishing the charts, and in some caaes tlwo.reticcdre-
tiio?whips were uti-hid to eetubhkh gua.+?iht?keten-
din’43128.
INTRODUCTION
The importance of the knowledgq of lift distribution
is too well lmown to require much comment. If the
structural design of airplanes is to be improved by
using methods of stressanalysismore retied than those
now in use, the applied loads must be known to a higher
degree of accuracy.
The determination of the lift distribution between
biplane wings is only one phase of the problem of
applied loads that has not been satisfactorily solved.
The reason lies largely in the absence of a srkisfaoti~
biplane theory and in the absence of snfliciently ex%en-
sive coordinated test data. For instance, the method
of determining the lift distribution between biplane
wings now recommended by the Department of C?cm-
merce (referenc~ 1), is based exclusively on tests of the
R. A. F. 15 airfoil, whereas there ia considerable evi-
dence that the lift distribution changes with the airfoil
section. Furthermore, the recommended rulss for de-
termining the eilect of overhang and unequal chords
are based on inadequate assumptions. Rub in use
by the Army and Navy at the tirpe of writing are even
more.sketchy and incomplete than those in use by the
Department of Ckmmmrce.
For the above reasons, an analysis of all available
biplane test data has been made at the request of the
Aeronautics Branch, Department of Commerce, with a
view toward further refinement of the method for de-
termining the lift distribution between biplane wings.
The present report gives the results of the analysis.
The results are summarized and condensed into
working charts from which the lift distribution may be
obtained in the positive lift range for any ordinary
biplane whose upper and lower wings have the same
airfoil section. If CLti,CL,, and CLOdenote tho lift
coefficients, respectively, for the upper wing, lower”
wing, and their biplane combination, each coefficient
can be determined from the other two. In this report
the lift distribution is arbitrarily characterized by the
ratio CJCL;GB, and is given as a function of the
following variables: Stagger, gap/chord ratio, deca-
lage, chord ratio, overhang, and airfoil section. Other
variables, such as tip shape, aspect ratio, dihedral,
fnmlage interference, and scale effect were neglected
either because their influence was obviously small or
because insu.i3icientdata’ were available to take them
properly into account.
METHOD OF PROCEDURE
The procedure followed in arriving at the working
charts involved: (1) An examination of availablo test
data bearing on the problem, in which certain of the
data were selected as a basis; (2) a comparison of the
selected test data with biplane theories; (3) a selection
of the most important variables. to bo inoluded in the
charts; and (4) ommtruction of the charts, which were
finally based largely on the &t data, although certain
qualitative relationshipswere establishedby the theory.
Test data,-A complete list of references to the tat
data used in the analysis is givei at the end of the
report. The test data consist of results from pressure-
distribution and force measurements: It was found,
where comparable results were available, that the pres-
sure-distribution data were only slightly inferior in
accuracy to the force data. Both kinds of data were
therefore used.
Comparison of teat data from ditlerent sources show-
ing the effeot of a given variable indicated, in general, a
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reasonably gcod aggeement. There were, however,
three exceptions—the tests reported in referencm 2, 3,
and 4. Reference 2 presents the results of tests on bi-
planes composed of R. A. l?. 6C airfoils. Because the
R. A. F. 6C airfoil is now obsolete and because these
tests were made before the technic of wind-tunnel te&
ing was well advanced, reference 2 was discarded.
Reference 3 presents the results of extensive tests
with the R. A. l?. 19 airfoil. This airfoil, although
only moderately thick, has an excessive camber and is
known to be subject to kuge scale effects. For that
reason, and also because such abnormal airfoils are
not commonly used, the results of reference 3 were
given no cctideration in the analysis.
The results given in reference 4 show a bad scatter-
ing in some respects, and the tests were made in such
a manner that it is diflicult to compare the resuhs
with any othen. Reference 4 was therefore not used.
Biplane theories,—Although theories of the biplane
are plentiful, only Millikan’s theory (reference 5) was
used, as it is the most complete. This theory was
found to be much superior to the older theories, but
it was not found to check the experimental data sufE-
ciently -wellin all cases to serve as a basis for the quan-
titative determination of the lift distribution. In tiew
of its complexity, attempts to introduce empirical
correction factors were considered inadvisable. The
theory was therefore used only in certain cases to
establish qualitative trends where inmfhcient data
were available to accomplish that result. When ade-
quate data were at hand, the results of calculation by
Millikan’s theory were not used.
The variables of the problem,—Although the ulti-
mate object of this analysis was to establish a bssis for
the determination of the lift distribution between the
wings of actual biplanes, an insu.ilicient number of
teats in which the influence of such factors as the
fuselage and slipstream was present were available to
permit such a result. By far the most of the data
available were obtained from tests on wind-tunnel
models in which the fuselage and propeller were absent.
For this reason, the problem was considered from two
points of view: First, that of the celhde (which is
defied here as the combination of two superposed or
approximately superposed wings without fuselage);
and seccnd, that of the biplane (which is here defined
as the celhde plus appurtenance, such as the fuselage,
that mike up the camplete airplane).
Analysis of the data indicated that the distribution
of lift between the wings of a cellule is appreciably
affected by the following variables: DecaJage, stagger,
gap/chord ratio, airfoil section, overhang, and chord
ratio. Of minor importance are unequal sweepback
and unequal dihedral in upper and lower wings.
These factors can be dealt with by using an average
shi.ggr and average gap/chord ratio, respectively.
The influence of tip shape, equal dihedral in both
wings, and equal sweepback in both wings is assumed
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to be negligible. kpect ratio is probably of small
importance within its usual practical limits, and it has
also been assumed to be of negligible importance, In
unusual designs invol~ very small aspect ratios,
special consideration may, however, be necessary.
The oharts.-The charts include the variables listed
in the preceding paragraph as having an appreciable
influence on the lift distribution. They are arranged
in sequence as follows: First, a bssic chart (fig. 19,
Appendix) which gives R against CLbfor celluleshaving
gap/chord and chord ratios “of 1, no overhang, and no
decahge; second, a chart (fig. 20, Appendix) giving
correction factors for gap/chord ratios other than 1;
third, a chart (@. 21, Appendix) giving correction
factors for decalage other than zero; and fourth, a
chart (fig. 22, Appendix) giving correction factora for
overhang. These factors are to be multiplied by or
added to the basic curves to correct for gapjchord
ratio, decs.lage, and overhang, as discuss~d in the
report and detailed in the Appendix. No chart is
given for chord ratios other than 1, but means for
taking them into account are indicated. The above
arrangement and content of the charts we somewhat
arbitrary, but they appeared to be logical after an
inspection of the data. A discussion of the derivation
of these charts in the light of the test data and
Millikan’s theory follows.
DISCUSSIONOF CELLULEDATAAND DERIVATIONOF
THE C~RTS
The basic chart.-Figure 1 shows a series of e@eri-
mental R curves for two sets of cellnles with gap/chord
ratio of 1 having 0° stagger and 30° stagger with
d.iflerent airfoil sections. Comparison of the curves,
particularly for 30° stagger, shows that the lift dis-
tribution may be taken as a function of the sum of
mean camber and thickness, where the mean camber
is the camber of the mean line and is measured from
the chord subtending the mean line.
An explanation is neces-wuy regarding the Clark Y
points. The R curve derived from the tests of refer-
ence 6 was found to be somewhat out of place on the
camber-thickness scale. This discrepancy was be-
lieved to be due to the fact that the individual airfoils
used in the celhde had different monophme charncter-
istica on account of slight differences in the ordinates
of the two airfoils. (See reference 5.) M.illika&s
theory was therefore used in this case. Its validity
for the purpose was first established by comparing the
experimental Clark Y results with the theoretical R
values that were computed using the monopkme
characteristics of the experimental airfoils. A close
agreement was found up to a biplane lift coefficient of
0.9. This agreement was comidered evidence that
the theory was ccrrect in this case. Two R valuea for
the Clark Y were therefore recomputed on the basis
of monoplane characteristics obtained on an accurate
model in the variable-density tunnel (reference 7), and
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these values were used to represent the C1arkY cellule
with 30° stagger in Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the experimental points for two air-
foils at 0°, 15°, and 30° stagger. The curves sho~
for 0° and 30° are taken directly from the basic chart.
The curves for 16° were obtained born the basic chart
by straight-line interpolation between the curves for 0°
and 30°, i. e., by halving the difference in ordinates;
it is therefore apparent that straight-line interpolation
for stagger is sufficiently accurate. This conclusion is
supportad by other test data.
The same figure shows a number of points obtained
by using the present design rules. (Reference 1.)
They show the errora that are due to basing rules on
R. A. F. 15 tests Oldy.
It will be seen in Figure 1 that at 0° stagger the value
of R does not appear to be a clearly defined function of
the sum of camber and tbiclmess as in the case of 30°
stagger. However, the total variation in Bfordiiferent
airfoils at 0° stagger is considerably smaller than at 30°
stagger, so that errors involved by assuming that R is
still a function of this sum are hardly larger than the
mpmimental errors.
At negative stagger there are very few data (refer-
ences 6 and 8) other than R. A. l?. 15 data in existence.
They indicati that at low and medium biplane lift
coefficients a single curve adequately represents the
teats, and that the difference in airfoil section makes
itself felt only near the stalling point.
The basic chart was therefore drawn up (see Appen-
dix, fig. 19), giving the Iiftdistribution curves for
equal span, equal chord cellules with gap/chord ratio
of 1 and without decahge as functions of the sum of
camber and thiclmess for staggers of —30°, 0°, and
30°. The chart is based on twt results given in
reference 6 and references 8 to 16, inclusive.
The gap/ohord factor chart.—lh Figure 3 three seti of
R curves are shown for airfoils at diilerenct gap/ohord
ratios. They suggest the possibility of obtaining the
R curves for gap/chord ratios other thm 1 by multiply-
ing t~e R curves of the basic chart by correction factors
that depend on the biplane lift coefficient and on the
stagger. On the basis of all applicable test data
(referencw 6, 8, and 14), correction-factor curves were
derived for a gap/chord ratio of 0.75. These curves
are shown in Figure 20. (See Appendix.) It wss
found that for a stagger of 30° straight lines served the
purpose. For 0° it was found necessary to replace
the straight lines at lower lift coefficients by curves.
On account of lack of data the faotors for – 30°
stagger were obtained by symmetrical inversion horn
the factor-afor 30°. There is no theoretical justifica-
tion for this prooedure, but the resulting factors are
well cotimed by test data for the R. A. F. 15 airfoil
at two gaplchord ratios. The only applicable teat
data available for a tti’ck airfoil (@. 4) do not show
more than a fair agreement with the derived faders,
/ ,
but there is not snihcient information available to
attempt refinement of the procedure.
For gap/chord ratios between 1 and 0.75 the gap/
chord factors may be obtained by straightJne inter-
polation. A word of caution is necessary here re-
garding extrapolation of the gap/chord factor chart.
The G6ttingen 133 airfoil, with a camber-thickness
sum of 12.85 at a gap/chord ratio of 0.67 and 37°
stagger, which represents extrapolation both for
stagger and gap/chord ratio, shows fair agreement
(fig. 8, demilage= 00), but the Clark Y with a camber-
thickness sum of 15.4 at a gap/chord ratio of 0.6 shows
a large discrepancy at 0° stagger (not illustrated).
Consequently, extrapolation to gap/chord ratios below
approximately 0.65 is hazardous, particularly for air-
foils with a camber-thickness sum of 13.0 or more.
If it be assumed that for a gap/chord ratio of 3 the
biplane interference has disappeared, then R= 1 for
this gap/chord ratio and larger ones. This result may
be used to obtain R curves for grip/chord ratios larger
than 1 by interpolating lineally between the R curve for
a gap/chord ratio of 1 (and for the given stagger) and
between the R curve for the gap/chord ratio of 3,
which is R= 1 regardless of stagger. The R curves
obtained by this method of interpolation agree
reasonably well with the test data.
Figure 4 shows experimental points and R curves
derived from the charts for the U. S. A. T. S. 5 at 0°,
30°, and – 30° stagger and at a gap/chord ratio of 0.9.
Figure 5 similarly compares the experimental points
and R curves from the charts for the Clark Y at three
values of stagger and at a gap/chord ratio of 0.75. The
relatively large disagreement at 33~0 stagger may be
attributed, in part, to the differences between the upper
and lower wings of the Clark Y ceUule mentioned in
the discussion of the basic chart.
The deoalage-factor chart.-l?igures 6, 7, and 8
show the results of some tests on cellules with vary-
ing amounts of decalage. From thwe and similar tests
(reference 6, 9, and 14), decalage-factor curves have
been derived (see Appendix, fig. 21) in a manner sim-
ilar to that by which the gap/chord factor curves were
obtained. The deoalage-factor curves are not, how-
ever, stiaight lines. The decalage factors are seen to
depend on the gap/chord ratio and the stagger, but not
on the airfoil section. No-test results are available at
negative stagger, so no curves could be given for this
case.
In I?igure8 the discrepancy between the experimental
points and the R cuives determined by using the charts
is larger than in the,casea shown in Figures 6 and 7.
Examination of the figure shows, however, that the
discrepancies are systematic and are due to the fact
that the basic curve for 0° decalage is too high at low
and medium lift coeiiicients. It should be pointed out,
too, that the basic curve for this case was extrapolated
from the charts both for stagger and gap/chord ratio.
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When dealing with the influence of gap/chord ratio
it was assumed that R is always 1 for a gap/chord ratio
of 3. If there is no biplane interference, R depends on
the ratio of the angles of attack of upper wing and
cellule (average of uppar ‘and lower) and on the slope
of the monoplane lift curve. Assuming for the latter
an average value of 0.075, it was possible to draw the
decalage-factor curve for a gap/chord ratio of 3 (any
stagger) which can be used to obtain factors for gap/
chord ratios larger than 1 by straightrline interpola-
tion. This relation is expressed by curve 5, Figure 21.
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The overhmg-factor chart.-Comparison of the
experimental curves for the Clark Y with varying
overhang (@. 9) shows that except powibly for very
low lift coefficients, the effect of overhang is to shift
the 1? curve vertically by amoonts proportional to the
percentage of overhang, where percentage of overhang
is deilned as ‘Pp er span —lower spanupper span x 100. At first
glance this does not seem to hold for negative ov~hang
at low lift coefficients. There is, however, a possibility
that an error of %0 decalage may have existed in the
test sebup which would account for the apparent
.
discrepancy behveen the rm.diw at positive cmd n&a-
tive overhang. For this reason it was assumed that in
all cases the change in R is proportional to the amount
of overhang. Figure 22 (see Appendix) shows the
derived overhang factors.
It will be noticed that Figure 22 requires the over-
hang factor to be multiplied by the ohord ratio. This
rule is based on the consideration that the effect of
overhang is due chiefly to a change in aspect ratio of
one of the wings. If one wing has a smaller ohord rmd
consequently a laxger aspect ratio, the eflect caused by
.8 — - . . 30° - ———— .-
; P&fs determined by presertf rules, ref I
.70 .2
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changing its aspect ratio will be 1-. The variation of
the overhang factor with stagger is based on simple
aerodynamical cotidemtions and is at leaat partly
substantiated by test data. @’ig. 10.)
The iniluenoe of chord ratio,-11 an equal-ohord
calhde be compared with a celhde ha,ving the lower
chord smaller than the upper (assuming the upper
wing to be the same in both maw), a qualitative con-
sideration of the ohuges indicates that the ratio R in
the unequal-chord cellule will be nearer 1 than in the
equal-chord celhde. The same effect is produced by
increasing the gap/chord ratio of the equal-chord cel-
lule. It seemspossible, therefore, to treat the unequal-
+ord case by introducing an effective gap/chord ratio,
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At the same time, however, the question of stagger
must be considered. The stagger has been measured
in the psM at the leading edges, the quarter-chord
points, the one-third chord points, and the half chord
points. Some of these points were chosen merely for
convenience, others with some aerodynamical pason-
ing. Examination of the curves from references 17 and
18 (fig. 10) suggested that the stagger should be meas-
ured at points even farther back. The three-quarter
chord points were chosen as convenient reference points.
When this was done and when an effective gap/chord
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ratio based on the actual gap and the lower chord was
used, the charts were found to check the few test results
available. (Fig, 10and @g. 11,decalage = 0°, takenfrom
references 17, 18, 19, and 20.)
In the absence of test data at larger staggers, basic
curves were calculated by the Mill&an theory; from
them R curves were obtained for certain unequal-
chord biplanes with a chord ratio of 2 by interpolation.
Them ourves are shown in F~e 12. The same un-
equal-chord biplanes were then computed d.hectly,
also by means of Mill&an’s theory; the results are
shown by the symbols on the figure and are seen to
check the curves quite well.
The same procedure was followed with biplanea
having a chord ratio of 1:2 inasmuch as there were no
test data available for celhdes in which the lower wing
had the larger chord. The results, also shown in Fig-
ure 12, are seen to check well at negative stagger, but
not quite so weJl at large positive stagger. Because
the degree of accuracy of the theory is uncertain, these
calculations can serve only as weak etidence, but they
tand to strengthen the”conviction that the proposed
method of measuring an effective stagger and an e.tTec-
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tive gap/chord ratio gives a fair approximation for the
lift distribution.
Minor faotors.—h has been stated before, the in-
fluence of equal dihedral and sweepback on both wings
can probably by entiely neglected. I?or the case of
unequal dihedral, the lift distribution can be obtkined,
with smill error, by assuming no dihedral and measur-
ing the gap at a section including the centroid of the
semicellule. For practical purposes, any convergent
section may be used for measuring the gap, since the
differences in the lift distribution with slight changes
in gap are very small at normal gap/chord ratios.
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Unequal sweepback can be taken into aocount by
measuring the stagger at the centroid of the semicelhde.
Experimental evidence of the validi@- of this procedure
is shown in Figure 13.
The influence of tip shape is probably negligible, as
indicated by the fact that almost all the data were con-
sistent even though they represent airfoils with square
tips, semicironlex tips, and raked tips.
The influence of increasing the aspect ratio above 6
up to the practical limit probably has not much in-
fluence on the lift distribution. One test at aspect
ratio 5.6 (reference 21) shows no variation from the
others, but it is probable that for aspect ratios below
1.
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this there will be a rapidly increasing influence.
However, such oases am rare.
PRECISIONOF THE CHARTS
It must be borne in mind that the charts are based
on tests of airfoils having rLflat lower surface or only
a moderate degree of lower camber. They should
therefore be used only for such airfoils. As a matter
of interest, curves are shown for a widely different type
of airfoiL @lg. 14)
Between C=~= 0.3 and approximately 90 to 95 per
cent CL== the deviation of experimental po”mta from
the R curves of the working charts is genwally less
than 0.03 except in cases involving decalage. Below
CL~= 0.3 the error increases rapidly and at C&=0.2 is
in a number of cases about 0.10. At cfi~= 0.2, how-
ever, an’ error in decalage of 0.2° in the- teat sehup
will cause an error in R of about 0.05. Since 0.2° was
about the limit of accuracy of the decalage setting in
most of the wind-tunnel tests forming the br& of this
analysis and since decalage is not the only source of
error, discrepancies of 0.10 between the R ourves and
experimental. data at Cfib= 0.2 are not surprising,
Below CL,=0.2 the test results scatter so badly that
the curv& were discontinued at this point.
As the burbling point depends on the Reynolds
Number and other factors besides the airfoil, the R
curves are unreliable near this point. They shouId
R
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FIGUEE 6.—Eflwtof demkge on U. S. A. 27drfofl
not be relied on above 90 per cent CL~u where OL~ezis
taken, if possible, from wind-tunnel teds on a com-
parable biplane combination. If such tests are un-
available, the termination of the curves may be used
as a rough indication of the burbling point. Thor
U. S. A. T. S. 5 burbled considerably sooner than the
chart would indicate (fig. 4), but for most tests the
curves gave a good approximation practically up to
the experimental burbling point.
The accuracy of curves obtained by means of the
decalage factors is somewhat lower than the general
accuracy of the curves involving no decalage. The
masimnm deviation of experimental points may be
taken as about 0.05 for decalage up to 6° and between
Cfi,= 0.3 and 0.95 C.m.
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APPLICATIONOF ~L:~TS TO COMPLETE falling off tiwanil the center line of the airpkme. This
The model biplane.-Aerodynamic investigataa
effect is probably somewhat larger than would ordi-
have realized that it is important to test not only com-
narily be expected because a rather large opening
existed betwe~ ,tie root of the wing and the fuselage.
ponent parts of the airplane, but also the complete Teats on the influence of a fuselage on the wings of a
msembly, since interference effects may be very large.
Numerous tests of this Q-pe have been made for other
low-wing monoplane (reference 23) have shown that
even without such a gap at the root of the wing, a “
o .2 .4 .6 .8 10 11 1.4
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purposes, but only a single test is available where the
complete model with fuselage was tested to obtain
the loads on the upper and the lower wing separately.
This test, reported in reference 22, shows a ~ery
considerable influence of the fuselage. (Fig. 15.)
The value of B is approximately 14 per cent higher
than prdictcd from the chart. The span-load curves
for the lower wing in this case show a very marked
c’.,
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very marked reduction of the lift may occur. Figure
16, which was derived from data given in reference 23,
shows the curve of lift coefficient against angle of a&
tack for different types of fuselages attached to the
wing; for unfavorable fuselage shapes as much as 20
per cent of the lift may be lost due. to interference
from the fuselage. It should be noted, too, that the
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lift used is the total lift of the combination. wheress
the reference area is the wing sxea; consequktly, the
decrease in lift coefficient on the wing itself is even
larger than indicated on the figure. Such u effect
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FIGURElo.—rxlftdishibntionforunwmkhord I@ema withand without
might be considered to be comparable to conditions on
the lower wing of a biplane. An opposite tied may
be expected on the upper wing.
The influence of the fuselsge will be extremely
di5cult to predict, because it depends so much on the
faking of the wing root into the fuselage, the size and
shape of windshiekk, the gap between the fuselage and
upper wing, and other factors. The lack of tests on
complete biplane models is to be very much deplored.
The fnll-soale biplane ,—The oldest complete pres-
sure-distribution tests were made on the MB-3 pur-
suit airplane. @eferance 24.) This airplane has a
very unusual feature in that the upper wing has a
tiashout of 3°, while the 10WWwing has a washin of 10.
h the computation of the R curve for this airplane it
was sssumed that it would be sufficiently accurate to
use the average incidence for each wing, resulting in a
decalage of 2°. However, it is evident that this
assumption can give only a rough approximation,
particuhdy at low angles of attack. Figure 17 shows
f.3
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From Il.—LiftdIstrUmtlenon PWJJ eirplene
B comparison of the experimental points with the 1?
mrve. The agreement at high lift coefficients is fair,
particularly considering the fact that the presmw
distribution measurements are made with only a very
few orifices per rib. The agreament at low lift coeffi-
~ients is very much poorer, as was expected. The
Jotted lines show the liftdistribution at the maximum
load during pull-ups from dives. As no time historica
were given, the biplane lift coefficient at which these
maximum loadsoccurred could not be computed.
A more comprehensive and more detailed series of
measurements was made on the lW-9. @eference
25.) It is mentioned in this reference that the airplane
had an accident that caused, later on, frequent changes
in rigging, of which no continuous record was kept.
lhe deviations of the esperimentid points @m the
R curve at high and intermediate speeds could be
mplained by x“ of decalage. @ii. 11.) This possibil-
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ity is made plausible by a close examination of the
photograph of the airplane that shows that the right
upper wing, on which the measurements were made,
had less incidence themthe left upper wing. However,
the true explanation of the discrepemcy is probably
to be found largely in the differences in lift distribution
due to the slipstream.
Figure 18 shows a series of points obtained from the
time histories of mild pull-ups with power off. It will”
be seen that these points group much more closely
around the 1? curve, the influence of the slipstream
1,2
1.I
R
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FmuEE 12.-Llft dfsMbution for UII@~~ bb~= M ~’s th-
being smaller in this case. Another peculiarity, how-
ever, appeara on this chart; that is, a number of
points are beyond the range of biplane lift coefficients
which are obtained in steady fight or in the wind
tunnel. This phenomenon, which is more pronounced
in abrupt pull-ups, is discussed in reference 25, where
it is pointed out that the increased mtium lift
coefficient occurs mainly on the upper wing and is
probably caused by the high rate of ch~ee of angle of
attack. Reccdly, wind-tunnel tests have been made
in Germany (reference 26) in which the angle of attack
vas increased suddenly by changing the direction of .
ihe air stream. A formula is given for the increase iu
ift coefficient as a function of chord, speed, and rate
]f change of single of attack. The formula, applied
;0 the PW-9 tests, gives maximum values for the
ncrease in maximum lift coefficient which are, in
~eneral,only about half as great es the observed values.
l%e higher coefficients obttied in the PW–9 pull-ups,
however, might be expected as a result of the fact that
the Reynolds Number in the pull-ups was more than
twice as great as that in level flight.
More attention should be given this subject in future
research to determine how the critical loads depe?d
on the maximum lift coefficient of the pitohing wing.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
As far as our lmowledge of the cellule is concerned,
teats are desirable on the following doubtful points:
(1) Effect of unequal chords; (2) effect of unequal
chords in combination with overhang and decalage
(unequal-chord tests should include callules with the
upper wing having the smaller chord); (3) effect of ‘
gap/chord ratio below 1, using airfoils of diflerent
thiclmesses and cambem. In one otherwise excellent
series of tests an attempt was made to evaluate
this effect by making only one test at a gap/chord
ratio of 0.5, which is probably below any practical
dimension.. The argument was that such a test would
show in en exaggerated way the i.n.iluenceof low
gap/chord ratios. This argument seems unsound, for,
at such low gap/chord ratios, so many other factors
begin to exert an influence that it is difiicult to draw
any general conclusions horn such an experiment.
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No information at all is available on the
important subject of biplane lift distribution
in inverted tl&ht. Some tests should be made
at negative lift up to the mtium negative
lift coefficient.
Design rules should take into account poLsi-
ble variations in dec.alage caused by errors or
arbitrary changes in rigging. In view of the
fact that lack of data prevented the catablish-
ment of correction factom for decalage at nega-
tive stagger, the decalage correction for 0°
stagger may be applied to allow for rigging
changes in biplanes having negative stagger
until teat data become available.
The iniluence of interferences, particularly
that caused by the fuselage, should be studied
more extensivdy. The effects of fuselage in-
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FIOWEXI&—Corn_ of Prwlfded and ~tal m dfstramtfonon the
PW-9 airplane
terference should be recognized in formulating design
rules for the load distribution between biplane wings.
Such effects might be tentatively included in the aMow-
ance for accidental positive decalage.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAU~CAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISOEY COMMI~ED FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANQLEY FIELD, VA., Jdy 11, 19$+??.
APPENDIX
USE OF ~ CHARTS
The fundamental idea of thecharts is,briefly, that
one chart gives the lif&d.istribution,or R, curve for the
basic biplane; that is, the equakpan, equal~ord
biplane without decalage, and with a gap/chord ratio.
of 1. The other charta give correction factors that are
multiplied by or added to the basic curves to take ac-
count of decalage, overhang, and gap/chord ratios
other than 1.
The important characteristic of the biplane are
listed below in the sequence in which they appear in
the determination of the 1? curve:
(1) Airfoil se&on.
(2) Gap/chord ratio.
(3) Chord ratio.
(4) Stagger.
(5) Decalage.
(6) Overhang.
(1) The airfoil is taken into account by selecting
the proper curve for the sum of camber and thiclmes-s.
This applies to the basic chart (fig. 19) and to the
gap/chord factor chart (fig. 20).
(2) The gap/chord ratio is taken into account:
(a) For gap/chord ratios less than 1, by. m~tiplfiug
corresponding ordinates of the basic R curve and of the
proper gap/chord factor curve. @g. 20.) The method
of interpolating to find the proper gap/chord factor
curve is esplsined under the subhead Interpolation of
Factors.
(b) For gap/choti ratios greai%r than 1, by inter-
polating lineally between the R curve for the gap/chord
ratio. of 1 and the R curve for the gap/chord ratio of
3,dichisR=l.
(c) The gap/chord factors are used only for the
staggem for which they am given;. viz, 30°, 0°, and
– 300. If the biplane has any other stagger, say 17°,
it is necessary to find the R curves for 0° and 30°
stagg& at the given gap/chord ratio and to interpolate
between these two R curves to obtain the R curve for
17° stagger.
(3) If the chord ratio differs tim 1, an effective
gapfchord ratio, which is the actual gap divided by
the chord of the lower wing, is used.
(4) The stagger used is an effective stagger meas-
ured in degrees between the line connecting the tbree-
quarter chord pointi and a perpendicular to the chord
of the upper &.ng in a plane containing the centroid
of the semicelhde. This method of measuring stagger
must be borne in mind in the case of uiequal-chord
biplanes.
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ThCJR curve for a stagger other than 30°,0°, or –30°
is obtained by straigh~line interpolation. For 17°,
for instance, the R curves are drawn for 0° and 30°
and the curve for 17° is found by linear interpolation
between them.
The end points of the 0° and – 30° curves are con-
nected by a straight line to detmnine the end points
of curves for negative stagger; otheru%e the procedure
is the same 89 for positive stagger.
(5) Decalage is provided for by multiplying corre-
sponding ordinates of the basic curve and of the
proper decalage-factor curve. (Fig. 21.) The inter-
polation for finding the proper decalage-factor curve
is explained under the subhead Interpolation of
Factora. For C’, greater than 1.0, the end of the R
curve is faired into the end of the basic curve as indi-
cated by dotted lines in Figures 6, 7, and 8.
(6) Overh%~ is provided for by adding to the R
curve the overhang correction from Figure 22 after all
other corrections h~ve been made.
INTERPOLATIONOF FACTORS
(1) Gap/chord faotor.—The gap/chord factor chart
gives the factor curves for a gap/chord ratio of 0.75.
From these, the factor curve for a gap/chord ratio be-
tween 0.75 and 1 is obtained by linear interpolation,
remembering that the factor is 1 for a gap/chord ratio
of 1.
(2) Deoalage factors.-There are two cases—
(a) i3/c< 1:
For example let C?/c=0.8; stagger= 17°.
h Figure 21, between the l’~ curve for ((?/c= 1.0,
stagger = 0°) and the F~ curve for (@/c-0.75, stagger .
- 00), interpolate to obtain the F. curve for (Q/c= 0.8,
stagger =OO).
Between the F. curve for (G/c= 1.0, stagger =30°)
and the rd curve for (Q/c= 0.75, stagger= 300), inter-
polate b obtain the rd curve for (@/c= 0.8, stagger n
300).
Between the F. curve for ((?/c= 0.8, stagger= 0°)
and the Fd curve for ((3/c= 0.8, stagger- 30°) inter-
polate to obtain the rd curve for (~/c-0.8, stagger=
170).
(b) f3/c> 1:
Let Q/c= 1.25; stagger= 17°.
Between the Fd curve for (G/c-1.0, stagger= 0°)
and the Fd curve for (@c= 1.0, stagger= 30°) inter-
polate to obtain the Fd curve for (Q/c= 1.0, stag-
ger- 170).
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Between the Fd curve for (Q/c= 1.0, stagger= 17°)
and the Fd curve for ((J/c= 3) interpolate to obtain the
F. curve for (Q/c= 1.25, stagger= 170).
Example.-The following is an example of the pro-
cedure for iinding R againstCLb in the most general
case.
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DATA
Airfoi&Chwk Y
Camber+ thioknes.s: 15.5.
Span, upper: 40 ft.
Span, lower: 30 ft.
Chord, upper: 7 ft.
C?hord,lower: 5 ft.
Gap: 4.5 ft.
Stagger: 13° (measured at the three-qu- chord
pointi).
DecaJage: 1.5°.
Gap/chord l%tiO:0.9.
The following list explains the signilioance of each
item in Table I and tells how it is obtained.
CO~D FOR AERONA~CS
(1) B values for Q/c= 1, (camber +thickness) = 16.6,
stagger=30° from Figure 19.
(2) R value9 for stagger- OO.
(3) @/c factor for (oamber+ thickness)= 15,6, stag-
ger=30°, GIG=0.75 from Figure 20.
(4) Q/c factor for stagger= 30°, Q/c=0.9 by inter-
polation; (4)=1 +[(3)–l]X&O
(5) Q/c faotor for (oamber~ thickness)= 15.6, stag-
ger= O, Q/c= 0.75 from Figure 20.
(6) Q/c faotcr for (camber +tickneas) = 16.5, stag-
ger=O, Q/c=O.90 by interpolation from (5); (6)=1 –,-..
[1– (5)] x&5”
(7) R values for (3/c= 0.9, stagger =30°; (7)=
(1)X(4).
(8) R values for @/c= 0.9, stagger= OO; (8)=
(2) X (6).
.41 I I I 1 I I I I I i I I I I
I--H-&@J.Al\
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I I A ‘ \ \
, , ! 1 I 1 1 I 1 I
0-3 -20 -JO 0 +10 +20 +30
StOgger,&qees
FD3UE13!n-overhmgfnotolu
Overhang~.Fexamm .mm-hm mo smanerahordx ——
aPPerm 181gorOhord
(9) DiiTerencebetween R values, (7) and (8).
(10) = (9)x% @erpolating for stagger).
(11) R vrdues for @/c=O.9, staggar=13°; (11)=
(8)+ (10).
(12) Decalage factors, “-F.,for C?/c~ 0.9, stagger= 0°
by interpolating h ratio ~ betwecm Fd curves for.
Q/c==1, stagger=OO and Q/c= 0.76, staggex= 0° on
Figure 21.
(13) Deoalage faotcm for Q/c=O.9, stagger=30°
obtained in a manner similar to (12).
(14) Di&rence between (12) and (13).
(15) = (14)X ~ (interpolating for stagger).
(16) F. values for (?/c=O.9, staggar= 13°; (16)=
(13) + (15).
(17) Complete decalage factor for 1.5° decalage;
(17)=1+1.5x(16).
(18) R values for Qlc= 0.9, stagger= 13°, decalage =
1.5°; (18) = (11)X (17).
(19) Overhang correction “from Figure 22=
10 5
3-197xmx7-0.035.
(20) Final R values by adding (19) to (18).
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